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Baby Touch and Feel: Splish! Splash! 2012-12-17 an interactive touch and feel book for babies that
inspires learning and introduce children to some water based pals tactile elements and delightful
imagery will encourage the development of motor skills and early learning baby touch and feel splish
splash is an interactive and fun way to help your child learn about words improve their motor skills and
enjoy their reading time bold bright pictures and colorful illustrations will be more than enough to
keep your baby s attention this adorable picture book is a perfect first book for preschoolers and makes
for an ideal baby gift not too big and not too small this sturdy padded sensory book is just the right
size for little hands to hold no need for mom and dad to turn the pages babies and toddlers can turn the
tough board book pages themselves which helps to develop their fine motor skills while building an early
language foundation this charming board book for babies includes an amazing range of different textures
to explore clearly labeled pictures and a simple easy to follow design easy to read text to encourage
early vocabulary building a texture or eye catching area on every page rounded edges and chunky pages
protecting babies and their growing teeth learning to read should always be this fun kids will get hours
of play from this sturdy board book for babies and toddlers from making the noises and reading the names
to feeling the different textures packed full of shiny objects and some bumps and grooves this
educational book will engage small children and stimulate early childhood development in different ways
this touchy feely book with its strong baby safe jacket makes for an ideal baby gift complete the series
this delightful book is part of the baby touch and feel range of board books for babies and toddlers
from dk books and includes titles like baby touch and feel animals baby touch and feel bedtime baby
touch and feel colors and shapes and more for your little one to enjoy
Splish, Splash! Bath Time 2022-02 stimulate a baby s developing vision and coordination with these
bright and bold high contrast novelty board books babies are able to react and respond to simple
patterns and contrasting colours just a few weeks after being born as their eyes develop high contrast
shapes patterns and reflective surfaces give newborns something simple to focus on respond to and
interact with splish splash aids the development of early coordination by encouraging babies to reach
for and explore the bumpy smooth and shiny textures babies will react with delight as they touch and
feel the pictures of friendly sea creatures while the simple text prompts parent interaction the perfect
first book to share with your baby also available moo peek a boo on the move funny faces
Splish Splash 2017-09-07 splash in puddles dance with raindrops and join in with ducky duckling on a
lovely rainy day quack quack quack quack quack quack ducky duckling loves playing outside in the rain he
hops with frog squirms with wriggly worm and splashes with the fishes but when the rain stops ducky
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feels sad can daddy help cheer him up with bright bold illustrations and a rhythmic text from multi
award winning lucy cousins this book shows younger readers the joys of a rainy day this delightful story
also highlights the special bond between father and child a bouncy read aloud book to be enjoyed
beautifully illustrated and packed with all sorts of outdoors fun
Splish, Splash, Ducky! 2020-02 dragonflies zip zip zip and frogs croakity croak while bare feet splish
splash in this board book all about the sounds of the river each spread features a touch and feel
element that creates the sound described in the text with beautiful illustrations interesting textures
and fun sounds this highly interactive format is certain to tickle the senses
Splish Splash! 2011-03-08 a little girl discovers the fun of staying dry in the rain then getting wet
indoors
Splish, Splash! 2000-02-02 splat does not want to have a playdate with spike spike will break his toys
and eat all of his candy fish and he does not want to learn how to swim water is horrible scary and wet
he s sure that this is going to be the worst day ever but when the rest of their classmates rush
straight into the pool splat and spike find that they may have more in common than they thought will
splat overcome his fear of water and get into the pool and how can he help spike to do the same
Splish, Splash, Splat! 2011-06-21 spring is sloppy so raindroppy so begins this celebration of the
season
Splish, Splash, and Blue 2012 a book with clever rhyming text to share with your baby and a surprise
touch and feel page at the back
Splish, Splash, Spring 2002-03 for fans of julie halpern and morgan matson comes a summer road trip
story about adventure sisters and finding out who you truly want to be anna s always idolized her older
sister storm so when storm dies in a tragic car accident on the night of her high school graduation anna
is completely lost and her family is torn apart that is until she finds storm s summer bucket list and
decides to honor her sister by having the best summer ever which includes taking an epic road trip to
the coast from her sleepy iowa town setting out to do everything on storm s list along with her sisters
best friend cameron the boy next door who knew that storm s dream summer would eventually lead to anna s
own self discovery
Splish! Splash! 2002 the first splish splash depicts how a young boy who has never been swimming has a
dream that evolves into a real life pool adventure he wants to pursue his dream but bravery and courage
are necessary to take the first step without courage he cannot make the first splish splash join him on
his pool adventure to see if he has what it takes to make his dream come true the first splish splash
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children s book is part of pang the penguin s water safety and pool adventure series this captivating
series teaches essential water safety lessons through pang and friends fun and relatable pool adventures
to help prevent aquatic injuries and fatalities the first splish splash is an inspirational read for all
ages this series encourages water safety and swim lessons for everyone in a fun and safe environment
Someone Else's Summer 2017-05-09 an interactive touch and feel book for babies that inspires hands on
learning tactile elements and delightful imagery will encourage the development of motor skills and
early learning baby touch and feel bedtime is a fun and interactive bedtime book for babies as well as a
great way to help your child learn not only words but shapes and textures too bold bright pictures and
colorful illustrations will be more than enough to keep your baby s attention this adorable picture book
is a perfect first book for preschoolers and makes for an ideal baby gift not too big and not too small
this sturdy padded sensory book is just the right size for little hands to hold no need for mom and dad
to turn the pages babies and toddlers can turn the tough board book pages themselves which helps to
develop their fine motor skills while building an early language foundation this charming board book for
babies includes an amazing range of different textures to explore clearly labeled pictures and a simple
easy to follow design easy to read text to encourage early vocabulary building a texture or eye catching
area on every page rounded edges and chunky pages protecting babies and their growing teeth learning to
read should always be this fun kids will get hours of play from this sturdy board book for babies and
toddlers from making the noises and reading the names to feeling the different textures packed full of
shiny objects and some bumps and grooves this educational book will engage small children and stimulate
early childhood development in different ways this touchy feely book with its strong baby safe jacket
makes for an ideal baby gift complete the series this delightful book is part of the baby touch and feel
range of board books for babies and toddlers from dk books and includes titles like baby touch and feel
animals baby touch and feel mermaid baby touch and feel colors and shapes and more for your little one
to enjoy
The First Splish Splash 2021-07-15 stimulate a baby s developing vision and coordination with these
bright and bold high contrast novelty board books babies are able to react and respond to simple
patterns and contrasting colours just a few weeks after being born as their eyes develop high contrast
shapes patterns and first friendly characters give newborns something simple to focus on respond to and
interact with moo peek a boo aids the development of early coordination by encouraging babies to reach
for the giant fold out flaps to find out who is hiding underneath peek a boo it also aids the
development of their understanding of object permanence which is when they realise that just because
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they can no longer see something does not mean it has disappeared babies will react with delight as the
pictures of favourite farmyard friends are revealed while the simple text prompts parent interaction the
perfect first book to share with your baby also available splish splash on the move funny faces
Baby Touch and Feel: Bedtime 2008-12-22 no marketing blurb
Splish Splash 1997 join the adventures of a young boy and his dog as they ride the waves float on rain
filled clouds shoot down fast flowing rivers and splash through sewers until you they get to where all
water ends and begins
Moo Peek-a-Boo 2017-09-07 toddlers will have fun with these delightful bath time books that magically
change their colors when kids dunk them in water bath time will become laugh time as whale squirts crab
crawls lobster snaps and more
Park 2011 rub a dub dub chub the fish loves to scrub in his tub one day his friends come to call they
want to splish and splash too can a tub so small hold them all
Splish, Splash, Splosh! 1997 follow the adventures of little fish through the friendly ocean in this
quirky board book that s full of flaps to lift and sliders to slide this quirky board book follows the
adventures of little fish on an adventure through the ocean little fish sees shark and octopus behind
the reeds and then notices someone is inside the seashell it s crab who doesn t like to be disturbed
little fish wants to join the sea jellies as they bob along in the water then little fish sees whale
blowing bubbles and blows bubbles too and at the end of the day little fish returns home to sleep behind
a large seashell features flaps to lift and sliders to slide throughout
Splish Splash 2017-08 splish splash bible bash is a children s ministry program for mixed ages that
sends kids off to surf watery bible stories and learn some important truths each lessson opens with a
gathering time for prayer and music followed by a lively humorous puppet presentation then kids splash
into the bible with interactive stories that put them right on the scene a choice of application
activities makes usre that kids see how bible truths relate to their lives preschoolers can join in the
fun with elementary age kids or they can enjoy activities specially planned for the little ones
Splish, Splash! 2000-04-05 help your baby learn all about bathtime with this chunky ebook from fluffy
towels to a cute rubber duck your baby will love learning about bathtime read them together they ll love
the playful images perfect for reading aloud and encouraging early word recognition
Splish, Splash! 2022-04-12 join the adventures of a young boy and his dog and ride the waves float on
rain filled clouds shoot down fast flowing rivers and splash through sewers until you get to where all
water ends and begins
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Splish-Splash Bible Bash 2004-08 a collection of poems celebrating light in its various forms from
candles and lamps to lightning and fireflies
Baby Bathtime! 2012-02-16 from the first orange glow on the water in the pond to the last humans and
animals running home from an evening rain shower here is a day in the life of a city park and the
playground within it a rhythmic text and sweet accessible images will immerse parents toddlers and young
children in the summer season and the community within a park seasoned picture book readers may notice
emily jenkins s classic inspirations for this book alvin tresselt s caldecott medal winning white snow
bright snow illustrated by roger duvoisin and charlotte zolotow s the park book illustrated by h a rey
WONDERWISE: Splish, Splash, Splosh!: a Book about Water 2014 bright and bold high contrast novelty board
book that stimulates a baby s developing coordination and vision the perfect introduction to a good
bedtime routine join little bunny after a busy day to get ready for bed eye catching illustrations in
black and white with shiny foil will capture your baby s focus and attention and aid their visual
development night night introduces a gentle bedtime routine of bath book bed with simple text noises to
copy and striking images babies are able to react and respond to simple patterns and contrasting colours
just a few weeks after being born as their eyes develop high contrast shapes patterns and reflective
surfaces give newborns something simple to focus on respond to and interact with babies will react with
delight as they reach for the shiny textures and the simple text prompts parent interaction the perfect
first book to share with your baby also available moo peek a boo splish splash on the move funny faces
animal train
Flicker Flash 1999 splish splash with eric hill s famous puppy spot this sweet bath book is padded
lightweight and fully immersible it comes with a squeaker for added sound fun and is perfect for sharing
with your baby at bath time at bathtime spot plays with his sponge and rubber duck and dries off with
his fluffy towel the bright simple images of familiar bathtime things will appeal to very young babies
and help to stimulate developing eyesight in younger babies this is a wonderfully fun bathtime book for
babies encouraging an early love of books
Water in the Park 2013-05-14 a stimulating interactive first book to share with your baby trains rockets
cars and more first baby days on the move features striking red black and white art meant to stimulate
your baby s vision as they are introduced to vehicles each scene can be extended by the pull tabs
included on each spread making this book even more interactive
Night, Night 2018-07-10 big fluffy bear insists that big smelly bear visit the pond for a bath before
she will scratch the itch he cannot reach
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I Love Spot Baby Books Splish Splash Spot! 2013-07-30 photographs and simple text describe many ways a
group of young children use and have fun with water
First Baby Days: On the Move 2018-08-14 while farmer brown sleeps some of the animals who live on the
farm go on a fishing expedition
Big Smelly Bear 2013 one sunny day mother duck decides to take her ducklings swimming in roger priddy s
little friends splish splash little duck is worried he thinks he can t swim but he soon discovers that
he can swim and that swimming is actually lots of fun as he splishes and splashes on his favorite pond
with softly padded pages to squeeze and hold this is a wonderful waterproof book to stimulate play help
young children feel confident in the water and most of all make every bath time fun
Splish, Splash 2009 an interactive touch and feel book for babies packed full of their favorite animals
and farmyard machines tactile elements and delightful imagery will encourage the development of motor
skills and early learning baby touch and feel farm is an interactive and fun way to help your child
learn not only words but shapes and textures too bold bright pictures and colorful illustrations will be
more than enough to keep your baby s attention this adorable picture book is a perfect first book for
preschoolers and makes for an ideal baby gift not too big and not too small this sturdy padded sensory
book is just the right size for little hands to hold no need for mom and dad to turn the pages babies
and toddlers can turn the tough board book pages themselves which helps to develop their fine motor
skills while building an early language foundation this charming board book for babies includes an
amazing range of different textures to explore clearly labeled pictures and a simple easy to follow
design easy to read text to encourage early vocabulary building a texture or eye catching area on every
page rounded edges and chunky pages protecting babies and their growing teeth learning to read should
always be this fun kids will get hours of play from this sturdy board book for babies and toddlers from
making the noises and reading the names to feeling the different textures packed full of shiny objects
and some bumps and grooves this educational book will engage small children and stimulate early
childhood development in different ways this touchy feely book with its strong baby safe jacket makes
for an ideal baby gift complete the series this delightful book is part of the baby touch and feel range
of board books for babies and toddlers from dk books and includes titles like baby touch and feel
animals baby touch and feel bedtime baby touch and feel colors and shapes and more for your little one
to enjoy
Click, Clack, Splish, Splash 2006-01-01 you re never too young to start loving flamingos and this
sparkly touch and feel book is the perfect way to introduce little ones to these beautiful pink
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feathered birds and their cute fluffy chicks the simple read aloud text helps babies and toddlers learn
about a flamingo family as they feel a tough pointy beak stroke soft feathers touch a bumpy nest and
more and see these amazing birds sparkle and shine this delightful book is fun to share and makes a
great gift or stocking filler little ones will love hearing about mummy and daddy flamingo feeling mummy
s webbed feet and her fine feathers touching daddy s glossy beak and learning how both parents build a
bumpy mud nest soon their smooth shiny egg hatches and fluffy flamingo chick arrives at the end of the
day the flamingo family snuggle together under a twinkling starry night sky filled with early learning
every page has texture or an eye catching shiny area to expand a baby or toddler s senses and the simple
design with one main picture per page is easy for very young children to follow the images are bold
bright photos perfect for little ones to focus on and just right for helping their identification skills
short easy to follow text and fun annotation accompanies the photos and names the images building
language and picture and word association helpful for early reading this small baby board book is a good
size for little hands to hold babies and toddlers will love turning the tough pages themselves which
develops their fine motor skills part of dk s popular baby touch and feel series baby touch and feel
flamingo with its exciting sparkly jacket will appeal to little ones and stimulate their learning
Little Friends: Splish Splash 2014-01-07 join a group of animals as they focus on what they can do best
Baby Touch and Feel: Farm 2008-01-21 from publishing legends phyllis e grann and tomie depaola comes a
simple and heartfelt board book introducing parents to the importance of talking to their little ones i
will talk to you little one from the day you are born this sweet board book by beloved author phyllis e
grann is filled with tender first promises a parent has for their child from saying their name starting
the day they are born to reading books aloud as they get older this story highlights the importance of
talking to your little ones from the very beginning paired with sweet illustrations from award winning
illustrator tomie depaola this charming board book is a must have for new parents
Baby Touch and Feel Flamingo 2020 features an audio read along splish splash sploosh the adorable stars
of bears on chairs and bears in beds are back and they re ready for bath time or are they water soap and
sponge are there the bath is ready where are the bears the four little bears are grimy dirty and covered
in mud but when they see the bath and big brown bear ready to scrub they back away we don t want a bath
they say will those grungy bears ever get in the tub whether bath time s a favorite time of day or a
fraught one this fun to read rhyming story and the silly antics of impossibly cute bears will make a
splash with toddlers and parents alike
Cows Can't Quack 2019-09-09 who knows the best way to be mad bear stomps hare hops bobcat screams mouse
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he just can t get it right but when he finds the way that works for him still and quiet he discovers
that his own way might be the best of all linda urban s story about self expression and managing anger
is both sweet and sly and henry cole s cast of animal friends is simply irresistible
My First Bath Books 1996-03-01 have fun on the beach with llama llama in this touch and feel board book
that s perfect for little hands splish splash with llama llama in anna dewdney s new york times
bestselling series llama llama loves splashing in the waves building sandcastles on the beach and
soaking up the sun this casebound book includes 5 interactive touch and feel elements and a story that
kids will want to read over and over again
I Will Talk to You, Little One 2020-01-21
Bears in the Bath 2016-03-22
Mouse Was Mad 2011-01-21
Llama Llama Sand and Sun 2015-05-19
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